[1] Earth-based radar observations of the spin state of Mercury at 35 epochs between 2002 and 2012 reveal that its spin axis is tilted by (2.04 AE 0.08) arc min with respect to the orbit normal. The direction of the tilt suggests that Mercury is in or near a Cassini state. Observed rotation rate variations clearly exhibit an 88-day libration pattern which is due to solar gravitational torques acting on the asymmetrically shaped planet. The amplitude of the forced libration, (38.5 AE 1.6) arc sec, corresponds to a longitudinal displacement of $450 m at the equator. Combining these measurements of the spin properties with second-degree gravitational harmonics (Smith et al., 2012) provides an estimate of the polar moment of inertia of Mercury C/MR 2 = 0.346 AE 0.014, where M and R are Mercury's mass and radius. The fraction of the moment that corresponds to the outer librating shell, which can be used to estimate the size of the core, is C m /C = 0.431 AE 0.025.
Introduction
[2] Bulk mass density r = M/V is the primary indicator of the interior composition of a planetary body of mass M and volume V. To quantify the structure of the interior, the most useful quantity is the polar moment of inertia
In this volume integral expressed in a cartesian coordinate system with principal axes {x, y, z}, the local density is multiplied by the square of the distance to the axis of rotation, which is assumed to be aligned with the z axis. Moments of inertia computed about the equatorial axes x and y are denoted by A and B, with A < B < C. The moment of inertia (MoI) of a sphere of uniform density and radius R is 0.4 MR 2 . Earth's polar MoI value is 0.3307 MR 2 [Yoder, 1995] , indicating a concentration of denser material toward the center, which is recognized on the basis of seismological and geochemical evidence to be a primarily iron-nickel core extending $55% of the planetary radius. The value for Mars is 0.3644 MR 2 , suggesting a core radius of $50% of the planetary radius [Konopliv et al., 2011] . The value for Venus has never been measured. Here we describe our determination of the MoI of Mercury and that of its outer rigid shell (C m ), both of which can be used to constrain models of the interior [Hauck et al., 2007; Riner et al., 2008; Rivoldini et al., 2009] .
[3] Both the Earth and Mars polar MoI values were secured by combining measurements of the precession of the spin axis due to external torques (Sun and/or Moon), which depends on [C À (A + B)/2]/C, and of the second-degree harmonic coefficient of the gravity field C 20 = À [C À (A + B)/2]/(MR 2 ). Although this technique is not applicable at Mercury, Peale [1976] proposed an ingenious procedure to estimate the MoI of Mercury and that of its core based on only four quantities. The two quantities related to the gravity field, C 20 and C 22 = (B À A)/(4MR 2 ), have been determined to better than 1% precision by tracking of the MESSENGER spacecraft [Smith et al., 2012] . The two quantities related to the spin state are the obliquity q (tilt of the spin axis with respect to the orbit normal) and amplitude of forced libration in longitude g (small oscillation in the orientation of the long axis of Mercury relative to uniform spin). They have been measured by Earth-based radar observations at 18 epochs between 2002 and 2006 . These data provided strong observational evidence that the core of Mercury is molten, and that Mercury occupies Cassini state 1 . Here we extend the baseline of observations to a total of 35 epochs spanning 2002-2012, and we provide improved estimates of q, g, C, and C m .
Methods

Formalism
[4] Peale [1969, 1988] has shown that a simple relationship exists between obliquity, gravity harmonics, and C/MR 2 for bodies in Cassini state 1:
where the functions K 1,2,3 depend only on obliquity and known ancillary quantities (orbital inclination and precession rate with respect to the Laplace pole). Equation (2) or one of its explicit variants can be used to determine Mercury's MoI C/MR 2 if the obliquity q and gravity coefficients C 20 and C 22 are known. By far the largest source of uncertainty in estimating the MoI comes from measurements of the obliquity q. Errors on the determination of ancillary quantities contribute to the uncertainty at the percent level [Yseboodt and Margot, 2006] . Residual uncertainties in the knowledge of the gravity harmonics [Smith et al., 2012] contribute at less than the percent level.
[5] Peale [1976, 1988] also showed that observations of the forced libration in longitude, which results from torques by the Sun on the asymmetric figure of the planet, can inform us about the MoI of the outer rigid shell C m (or, equivalently, that of the core C c = C À C m ). This is because the magnitude of the torque and the amplitude of the libration are both proportional to (B À A)/C m . The MoI of the outer rigid shell is obtained by writing the identity
[6] The four quantities identified by Peale [1976] can be used to probe the interior structure of the planet. The gravitational harmonics C 20 and C 22 are combined with the obliquity q in equation (2) to yield C/MR 2 . This also yields C, since M and R are known. The amplitude of the forced libration provides the quantity (B À A)/C m , which is used with previous quantities in equation (3) to yield C m /C. This in turn yields C m and C c . Models of the interior must satisfy the MoI values for the core (C c ) and for the entire planet (C).
Observational Technique
[7] The gravity measurements are described elsewhere [Smith et al., 2012] . Here we focus on measurements of the spin state, especially the obliquity and amplitude of forced libration. The spin state can be characterized to high precision with an Earth-based radar technique that relies on the theoretical ideas of Holin [1988 Holin [ , 1992 . He showed that radar echoes from solid planets can display a high degree of correlation when observed by two receiving stations with appropriate positions in four-dimensional space-time. Normally each station observes a specific time history of fluctuations in the echo power (also known as speckles), and the signals recorded at separate antennas do not correlate. But during certain times on certain days of the year, the antennas become suitably aligned with the speckle trajectory, which is tied to the rotation of the observed planet (Figure 1 ). During these brief ($10-20 s) time intervals a cross-correlation of the two echo time series yields a high score at a certain value of the time lag ($5-10 s). The epoch at which the high correlation occurs provides a strong constraint on the orientation of the spin axis. The time lag at which the high correlation occurs provides a direct measurement of the spin rate.
[8] A practical implementation of the technique was developed by Margot et al. [2007] . We illuminate the planet with monochromatic radiation (8560 MHz, 450 kW) from the Deep Space Network (DSN) 70 m antenna in Goldstone, California (DSS-14), and we record the speckle pattern as it sweeps over two receiving stations (DSS-14 and the 100 m antenna in Green Bank, West Virginia). The transmitted waveform is circularly polarized (right-circular, IEEE definition), and we record the echoes in both right-circular (same sense, SC) and left-circular polarizations (opposite sense, OC). To compensate for the Earth-Mercury Doppler shift, the transmitted waveform is continuously adjusted in frequency (by up to $2.5 MHz) so that the echo center at the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) remains fixed at 8560 MHz. Because the Doppler is compensated for the GBT, there is a residual Doppler shift during reception at Goldstone. Differential Doppler corrections are performed by a programmable local oscillator at the DSN so that the echo center also remains fixed in frequency. We apply a number of frequency downconversion, filtering, and amplification operations to the signal. During conversion to baseband the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of the signal are generated. Both are sampled at 5 MHz by our custombuilt data-taking systems (http://www2.ess.ucla.edu/$jlm/ research/pfs) and stored on a computer storage medium for subsequent processing.
Data Reduction Technique
[9] After the observations we downsample our data to effective sampling rates f s between 200 Hz and 5000 Hz and compute the complex cross-correlation of the DSN and GBT signals (Appendix A). This is a two-dimensional correlation function in the variables epoch t and time lag t. Examples of one-dimensional slices through the peak of the correlation function are shown in Figure 1 of Margot et al. [2007] . We fit Gaussians to the one-dimensional slices to obtain estimates of the epoch of correlation maximumt and of the time lagt that maximizes the correlation.
[10] For epoch correlations, we typically use f s = 200 Hz, about half the Doppler broadening due to Mercury's rotation, and integration times of 1-2 s. The one-standard-deviation widths of the Gaussians are used as nominal epoch uncertainties, with or without 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi SNR p scaling, where SNR is signal-to-noise ratio (Appendix A).
[11] For time lag correlations, we typically use f s = 1000-5000 Hz and integration times of 1 s, yielding $10-20 independent estimates during the high correlation period. These estimates vary noticeably with time but display a high degree of consistency, which allows us to remove obvious outliers. We perform a linear regression on the remaining estimates and report the time lagt corresponding to the epoch of correlation maximumt . The root-mean square scatter about the regression line is used as an estimate of the time lag uncertainty.
Spin State Estimates
[12] The observablest andt are used to provide spin state estimates (spin axis orientation and instantaneous spin rates). In these calculations the planet state vectors are furnished by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Planetary Ephemeris DE421 [Folkner et al., 2008] , and the Earth orientation is provided by the latest timing and polar motion data. The formalism for predicting the (t, t) values that yield high correlations is described in Appendix B. We link the observablest andt to spin state estimates using these predictions with the following procedures.
[13] The space-time positions of the two receiving stations at the epochs of correlation maxima are used to solve for the spin axis orientation that generates similar speckles at both receiving stations. We use a least-squares approach to minimize the residuals between the predicted epochs and the observed epochs. Various subsets of epoch measurements are combined to identify the best-fit spin axis orientation referred to the epoch J2000. The precession model for the spin axis is based on the assumption that the orbital precession rates are applicable, which is expected if Mercury closely follows the Cassini state. The orbital precession values are taken from Margot [2009] and amount to a precession of $0.1 arc min over the 10-year observation interval.
[14] Once the spin axis orientation is determined, each time lag measurement is used to determine the instantaneous spin rate at the corresponding epoch, once again based on the similarity requirement for the speckles. We iteratively adjust the nominal spin rate of 6.1385025 deg/day by a multiplicative factor until the predicted time lag matches the observed time lag. A correction factor for refraction within Earth's atmosphere is applied to the spin rate at each observation epoch (Appendix C).
[15] The nominal DSN-GBT baseline is 3,260 km in length. In the spin rate problem, it is the projected baseline that is relevant, i.e., the baseline component that is perpendicular to the line of sight. Because of the displacement of the light rays due to refraction in the atmosphere, the effective projected baseline differs from the nominal value. The worst case correction at the largest zenith angle of $ 84 is $150 m for a projected baseline of $1200 km, i.e., a fractional change of $1 part in 10,000. Because corrections are substantial only at very large zenith angles, the majority of our observations are not affected significantly by atmospheric refraction.
Spin State
Observational Circumstances
[16] Between 2002 and 2012 we secured 58 sessions at the DSN and GBT telescopes (out of a larger number of sessions requested). Of those, 21 sessions were not successful. The lost sessions at Goldstone were due to pointing problems (5), failure of the motor-generator (5), heat exchanger problems (2), a defective filament power supply (1), failure of the quasi-optical mirror (1), a defective data-taking system (1), sudden failure of the transmitter (1), and operator error (2). The lost tracks at GBT were due to repair work on the azimuth track (2) and pointing (1). The remaining 37 sessions were successful, but the data from two sessions near superior conjunction are of low quality and were not used in the analysis. Thus, data from 35 sessions obtained in a 10-year interval are presented in this paper, which roughly doubles the number of sessions (18) and time span (4 years) of our previous analysis .
[17] The observational circumstances of the 35 sessions are listed in Table 1 . The round-trip light time (RTT) to Mercury strongly affects the SNR (∝RTT À4 ). The antenna elevation angles dictate the magnitude of the refraction corrections. Refraction effects lengthen the effective distance (the projected baseline) that the speckles travel during the measured time lag, which results in an increase in the spin rate that would have otherwise been determined. The range of ecliptic longitudes of the projected baselines indicates that we have observed Mercury with a variety of baseline orientations, which is important for a secure determination of the spin axis orientation.
Epoch and Time Lag Measurements
[18] The results of our epoch and time lag measurements are shown in Table 2 . Agreement between OC and SC values of the epochs of correlation maxima is generally excellent, with a root-mean square (RMS) deviation of 0.45 s. The largest discrepancy occurs for the 120314 data set with a 1.3 s difference.
[19] For the 100102 data set, reception of radar echoes started while the high correlation condition was already underway, and we were not able to measure the peak of the correlation maximum. We were able to secure an instantaneous spin rate estimate from repeated measurements during the second half of the high correlation period. Therefore, this data set was used for the determination of the instantaneous spin rate but not of the spin axis orientation.
[20] For reasons that are not entirely understood, we experienced considerable difficulties fitting for the epoch of correlation maximum to the 090113 and 090114 data sets. Differences of up to 6 s in the correlation maximum were obtained for various combinations of parameters (start times and integration times), and we declared these data sets unsuitable for epoch measurements. However, we were able to use these data sets for time lag measurements.
[21] We performed spin orientation fits that excluded the 120314 measurements because of the 1.3 s discrepancy between OC and SC estimates of the epoch of correlation maximum. Analysis suggests that the OC value (MJD 56000.99151150) is inferior to the SC value (MJD 56000.99149649): removing the OC data point typically improves the goodness of fit by a factor of $3, whereas removing the SC data point has no substantial effect on the reduced c 2 value. Despite the preference for the SC value of epoch t, we report the time lag measurement t at the OC epoch for consistency with all other runs, and because doing so has no impact on the spin rate fits.
Spin Axis Orientation
[22] The spin axis orientation fits indicate that we can determine the epochs of correlation maxima to much better precision than the widths of the correlation function listed in Table 2 . We assigned uncertainties to the epoch measurements corresponding to these widths divided by 10.
[23] Attempts to correct for atmospheric refraction by using fictitious observatory heights in the spin axis orientation fits only marginally improved the goodness of fit. Instead, we chose to solve for the spin axis orientation with various subsets of the data, including subsets only with data obtained at low zenith angle z, as these data are minimally affected by refraction. The 12 high-z epochs that were discarded can be easily identified in Table 1 as those with d > 0.1.
[24] Results of our spin axis orientation fits for various subsets of data are shown in Table 3 , with the adopted best-fit obliquity of 2.04 arc min shown with an asterisk. The OC estimates are generally preferred because the OC SNR is $6 times higher than the SC SNR (Table 2) , and because they generally provide a better fit to the data. Our assignment of uncertainties (0.08 arc min or 5 arc sec, one standard deviation) is guided by the range of values obtained for various subsets of data.
[25] Post-fit residuals are shown in Figure 2 . We experimented with removing either or both largest residuals (080706 and 100110), but this did not affect the obliquity solution.
[26] The best-fit spin axis orientation at epoch J2000 is at equatorial coordinates (281.0103 , 61.4155 ) and ecliptic coordinates (318.2352 , 82.9631 ) in the corresponding J2000 frames (Figures 3 and 4) . The discrepancy of 0.08 arc min compared with our previous estimate can be attributed to additional data and improvements in analysis procedures. Whereas the 2007 estimate closely matched the predicted location of Cassini state 1, our current best-fit value places the pole 2.7 arc sec away from the Cassini state. There are several possible interpretations: 1) given the 5 arc sec uncertainty on spin axis orientation, Mercury may in fact be in the exact Cassini state, 2) Mercury may also be in the exact Cassini state if our knowledge of the location of that state is imprecise, which is possible because it is difficult to determine the exact Laplacian pole orientation, 3) Mercury may lag the exact Cassini state by a few arc sec, 4) Mercury may lead the exact Cassini state, although this seems less likely based on the evidence at hand. Measurement of the offset between the Each row gives the session number, the UT date of observation, the round-trip light time (RTT), the elevation angles at DSN and GBT during reception, the correction factor (a) required to account for refraction in the atmosphere (expressed as d = (a À 1) Â 1000), the length of the projected baseline, and the ecliptic longitude of the projected baseline.
spin axis orientation and the exact Cassini state location is important, as it can potentially place bounds on energy dissipation due to solid-body tides and core-mantle interactions [Yoder, 1981; Williams et al., 2001] . S. J. Peale et al. (Dissipative offset of Mercury's spin axis from Cassini state 1, manuscript in preparation, 2012) examine the magnitude of the offset for various core-mantle coupling mechanisms.
Amplitude of Longitude Libration
[27] The observed instantaneous spin rates (Table 2 ) reveal an obvious forced libration signature with a period of 88 days ( Figure 5) . One can fit a libration model [Margot, ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi SNR p (Appendix A). The time lag t indicates the time interval for speckles to travel from one station to the other at the corresponding epoch. The reference epochs correspond to arrival times at Goldstone, and the negative lag values indicate that Mercury speckles travel from east to west. The fractional uncertainty s in the time lag and spin rate is empirically determined from successive measurements, except in the first four data sets where it corresponds to a residual timing uncertainty of 0.2 ms. The penultimate column indicates the instantaneous spin rate in units of 3/2 the mean orbital frequency, with the refraction corrections listed in Table 1 applied. The last column shows the circular polarization ratio, i.e., the ratio of SC echo power to OC echo power. OC values are shown; SC values are available upon request. The first and second columns indicate the polarization (OC, SC, or both) and the number N of independent data points used in the fit. The obliquity values determined for natural scaling and SNR scaling are shown as q w and q w′ , respectively, with the associated reduced c 2 values. The c 2 values are computed on the basis of the widths w and w′ (Table 2) 2009] to the data and derive the value of (B À A)/C m . Adjusting for the amplitude of the libration in a least-squares sense, we obtain a very good fit (c n 2 = 0.40) with a best-fit value of (B À A)/C m = (2.18 AE 0.09) Â 10 À4 , where the adopted one-sigma uncertainty represents twice the formal uncertainty of the fit. This amounts to a libration amplitude of (38.5 AE 1.6) arc sec, or a longitudinal displacement of 450 meters at the equator.
[28] Post-fit residuals of the spin rate data with respect to the libration model are shown in Figure 6 . The apparent structure in residuals at low orbital phases may indicate a deficiency in the libration model, but is not expected to substantially affect the overall libration amplitude.
[29] More elaborate libration models can be considered, but they do not change our conclusions. First, we fit the data to a three-parameter model that allows for a free libration component of period , g 0 = 33 arc sec, and (dg/dt) 0 = 2.13 arc sec/day, with a goodness of fit (c n 2 = 0.39) that is only marginally better than our single-parameter model. Because this model does not provide a significant improvement, and because the formal uncertainties on g 0 and (dg/dt) 0 are comparable to the best-fit values themselves, it is dubious whether a free libration is detected and whether the best-fit values of g 0 and (dg/dt) 0 have any meaning. Second, we fit the spin data to a model that takes into account long-period librations forced by other planets, as described by Peale et al. [2007 Peale et al. [ , 2009 and Yseboodt et al. [2010] . We find a comparable goodness of fit (c n 2 = 0.41) and a similar value of (B À A)/C m = 2.20 Â 10
À4
. Because of the proximity to a resonance with Jupiter's orbital period, this model can in principle be used to assign tighter error bars on (B À A)/C m . The corresponding one-sigma uncertainty, taken again as twice the formal uncertainty of the fit, would be 0.06 Â 10 À4 .
[30] An independent, spacecraft-based measurement of the forced libration amplitude was recently provided by A. Stark et al. (A technique for measurements of physical librations from orbiting spacecraft: Application to Mercury, paper to be presented at European Planetary Science Congress, Madrid, 23-28 September 2012). Their value (36.5 AE 3.2 arc sec) is consistent with our best-fit estimate. Figure 3 . The best-fit obliquity is (2.04 AE 0.08) arc min. The diamond and curved lines show the solution and obliquity uncertainties of Margot et al. [2007] . The oblique line shows the predicted location of Cassini state 1 based on the analysis of Yseboodt and Margot [2006] . precession period of 328,000 years and i = 8.6
Interior Structure
. For J 2 and C 22 we used the values 5.031 Â 10 À5 and 0.809 Â 10 À5 , with 0.4% and 0.8% uncertainties, respectively [Smith et al., 2012] .
[32] In order to propagate errors on all four key parameters (q, (B À A)/C m , C 20 , C 22 ) we perform Monte-Carlo simulations in which 100,000 Gaussian deviates of the quantities are obtained from their nominal values and one-standarddeviation errors.
[33] We first use equation 12 of Yseboodt and Margot [2006] , which is an explicit version of equation (2), to estimate Mercury's polar MoI C/MR 2 = 0.346 AE 0.014 ( Figure 7) . We then use equation (3) to estimate the fraction corresponding to the outer librating shell C m /C = 0.431 AE 0.025 (Figure 8 ). Finally, we combine these two values to arrive at the outer shell MoI C m /MR 2 = 0.149 AE 0.006 ( Figure 9 ). Because these values depend on the radial distribution of mass in the interior, they represent important boundary conditions that models of the interior of Mercury must satisfy. The MoI values can be used to estimate the size of the core of Mercury.
[34] Consider a simple two-layer model with a core of uniform density r c and radius R c and a mantle of uniform density r m extending from R c to the radius of the planet R = 2440 km. One can write three equations in the three unknowns R c , r c , and r m that must satisfy the C/MR 2 and C m /C constraints above as well as the total mass of Mercury M ¼ 4pR 3 r=3, where r ¼ 5428 kg=m 3 is the mean density of Mercury. The solution gives a core radius R c = 1998 km, or 82% of the radius of the planet, with densities of core and [35] Our formalism for inferring C m /C relies on the assumption that both the core-mantle boundary (CMB), and inner core boundary (ICB), if present, are axially symmetric. However a distortion of the CMB is almost certainly present due to the asymmetry in the mantle and possible fossil signatures of convective or tidal processes. P. Gao and D. J. Stevenson (The effect of nonhydrostatic features on the interpretation of Mercury's mantle density from Messenger results, paper to be presented at the Division for Planetary Sciences Annual Meeting, Reno, Nevada, 14-19 October 2012) compute the core contribution to the overall (B-A), assuming that the CMB is an equipotential, and suggest that it can affect inferences on mantle density by 10-20%. Although the exact effect of the core contribution is still an active area of research, it would be prudent to exercise some caution when interpreting the spin and gravity data in terms of interior properties. Because the geometry and coupling at the CMB and ICB affect the short-term and long-term rotational behavior of the planet, rotational data provide the interesting prospect of placing bounds on these quantities [Rambaux et al., 2007; Veasey and Dumberry, 2011; Dumberry, 2011; Van Hoolst et al., 2012; Peale et al., in preparation, 2012] .
Conclusions
[36] Earth-based radar observations of Mercury spanning 10 years yield estimates of spin state quantities which, in combination with second-degree gravitational harmonics [Smith et al., 2012] and the formalism of Peale [1976] , provide the moment of inertia of the innermost planet.
Appendix A: Correlation Estimates
[37] After conversion to baseband, the signals are sampled in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q), such that the I and Q samples can be thought of as the real and imaginary parts of a complex signal {z(t)}, with z(t) = I(t) + jQ(t) and j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p .
[38] The complex-valued cross-correlation of the signals {z 1 (t)} and {z 2 (t)} is given by
where E[] represents the expectation value operator, and * represents the complex conjugate operator. The normalized value of the correlation is obtained with
where k is the absolute value operator. Since the maximum possible value of the correlation R zz (t) occurs at t = 0, r z 1 z 2 (t) is ≤ 1 for all t.
[39] The expectation value of an estimatef of a quantity f is given by
The number of samples N that we use in our calculations is given by the product of the sample rate f s or bandwidth B Figure 8 . Distribution of C m /C values from 100,000 Monte Carlo trials that capture uncertainties in obliquity, libration amplitude, and gravitational harmonics. C m /C is the fraction of the moment of inertia that corresponds to the outer librating shell. (in Hertz) and the duration T (in seconds). If the signals {z 1 (t)} and {z 2 (t)} are uncorrelated, one can show that
[40] In the radar speckle displacement situation, the radar echoes received at two telescopes are well described by z 1 (t) = s(t) + m(t) and z 2 (t) = s(t À t) + n(t), where s(t) is the common speckle signal, m(t) and n(t) are noise contributions, t is a time lag dictated by the orbital and spin motions, and s(t), m(t), and n(t) are uncorrelated. The zero-lag value of the auto-correlation of the signal at antenna 1 is
where S is the signal power and M is the noise power at antenna 1, with an equivalent expression for antenna 2.
[41] In our analysis we seek to obtain an estimatet of the time lag by cross-correlating the signals received at both antennas and by measuring the location of the peak of the correlation function. Uncertainties on the location of the peak of a cross-correlation function R z 1 z 2 (t) are assigned on the basis of a development derived by Bendat and Piersol [2000] . They show that if the correlation function near its peak has the form associated with bandwidth-limited white noise, i.e.,
then the one-standard-deviation uncertainty on t is given by
We use a similar form appropriate for a correlation function that is Gaussian near its peak,
where s is the characteristic width of the Gaussian and the expression within curly braces is unchanged. In the high-SNR limit, this reduces to
since the SNR is proportional to ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi BT p .
Appendix B: Formalism for Computing Correlation Conditions
[42] Holin [1988 Holin [ , 1992 described the conditions for high correlation in the speckle displacement problem. He developed approximate vectorial expressions describing the spin-orbital geometry. Although useful to guide intuition and understanding, the approximate expressions cannot be used to plan or interpret actual observations. Here we describe the formalism used for our observations, and for similar observations of Venus and Galilean satellites.
[43] The geometry of the speckle displacement problem involves three radio observatories, six epochs of participation (two transmit epochs, two bounce epochs, two receive epochs), and four light-time quantities ( Figure B1 ). The transmit site is identified with the numbers 1 and 1′; the bounce sites are identified with the numbers 2 and 2′, and the receive sites are identified with the numbers 3 and 3′, where the unprimed quantities refer to one transmit-receive antenna pair and the primed quantities refer to the other transmit-receive antenna pair. In our observations the transmit antenna also serves as one of the receive antennas, reducing the number of telescopes from three to two.
[44] Maximum correlation between the two echo time series occurs when the speckles observed by station 3 at its receive epoch are most similar to speckles observed by station 3′ at its receive epoch. This condition depends on the spin and orbital states of the Earth and target at all epochs of Figure B1 . The geometry of the speckle displacement problem involves one transmit station (1 and 1′), two receive stations (3 and 3′), six epochs of participation (two transmit epochs, two bounce epochs, two receive epochs), and four light-time quantities (t ij ). For simplicity, the substantial spin and orbital motions of the planets that occur between the first transmit epoch and the last receive epoch are not shown. participation in the upleg-bounce-downleg sequence. DuringPropulsion Laboratory, operated by Caltech under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
